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GRAND DESIGNS:
BRAD DEVANEY

specialised in all his working life. Some surprise, then, that studying 
!nance at college was the young man’s chosen career path. It was 
a poor !t for the, by then, dedicated roadie. “It wasn’t my bag,”  
he now says. “I enjoyed the numbers, but culturally, it just didn’t 
work. I was that weird guy with no hair on his legs.”

Riding for Memphis-based team True Temper gave the powerfully 
built DeVaney an early taste of titanium bikes. They rode Serottas 
owned the previous season by the "-Eleven squad. “My team-mates 
were riding Raul Alcala’s bike or Andy Hampsten’s — his Giro-winning  
bike actually went to one of the execs of the company. Mine was 
Ron Keifel’s. It was a pretty good !t.”

Mountain bike racing in the late ’#$s followed, while a good 
talking-to from Dad — “You need to be working puzzles, not money 
puzzles” — got him out of !nance and into engineering. Meeting the  

S ometimes in this cycling writing business, you sit down for 
a heart-to-heart with a — hopefully — interesting subject and 
!nd, ten minutes down the line, that both interviewer and 
interviewee are staring blankly at each other. Or the wall.  

Or the tape recorder. There’s no spark.
A lack of research on the part of the journalist, perhaps? You 

could throw that my way. Fair cop. Getting subjects to tell their 
stories in their own way is my preferred approach, steering con-
versation with just a hint of rudder, rather than a spin of the ship’s 
wheel. Fact-checking and follow-up questions can wait until later, 
when the wake has calmed.

Then again, sometimes you settle in for what is expected to be a 
brief discussion on the !ner points of bicycle manufacture — an area 
where I struggle to keep up once the talking gets technical — and 
the tape recorder runs and runs, the anecdotes %ow thick and fast, 
and the time %ies.

Brad DeVaney is in charge of product design and development at 
Litespeed in Chattanooga. Any worries about a lull in conversation 
are soon eased. This man can talk. And then some. And interest-
ingly, thankfully.

He has raced in most disciplines over the years, starting as a 
Schwinn-sponsored BMX rider as a kid, “travelling all over the 
country, away from your parents, chasing your dreams.”

Being a big lad for his age, the team picked out DeVaney as a 
useful test pilot for research and development, an area his father 
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MODA

Brad DeVaney

Lynskey family, founders and then owners of Litespeed, back home 
in Tennessee, provided a way in to the business. DeVaney bom-
barded them with ideas.

“I was pretty blown away that the tubing wasn’t sophisti-
cated — just raw milled tube. My feeling was we needed to create 
a cycling-speci!c tubeset: tapered, with appropriate shaping — do 
something special with this metal; do something more technical. 
Myself and David Lynskey had similar interests in raising that 
bar. He was inspired by bent seat tube bikes — they had done 
a triathlon bike with an S-bend seat tube. It was a fabrication 
exercise. It is very di&cult with titanium, and he loved those sort  
of puzzles.”

If the curved seat tube now looks like tinkering for tinkering’s 
sake, then maybe it was. It was certainly aesthetically pleasing, 

though. And without experimenting pioneers like DeVaney and 
Lynskey, how does the bicycle ever improve?

The next cosmic shi' in Litespeed’s acceptance in the peloton 
came in the mid-($s, via the tried-and-tested route of team spon-
sorship. “There were some pro cyclists who were saying titanium 
was just not sti) enough for them, and they were right, up to that 
point,” DeVaney admits.

“We went through a very strong development phase on tubesets 
and we had Malcolm Elliott on the Chevrolet-LA Sheri) team in the 
mid-($s. Holy cow! He added so much dynamic to American cycling, 
as a person; as a cyclist. A true professional. His inputs were so 
precise, he had such great experience, and what he wanted from a 
bike, from a sprinter’s point of view, I could relate to that totally.”

In *(#", "-Eleven’s Je) Pierce became not only the third American 
to win a Tour de France stage (a'er Davis Phinney and Greg LeMond) 
but he was that very rare beast: outwitting the sprinters to cross the 
line solo on the Champs-Élysées. DeVaney worked on developing 
the bent seat tube Ultimate in conjunction with the long-serving, 
but largely unsung, professional. “That was a lot of fun. A really 
good phase.”

Then there were the one-o) projects, sprayed and rebadged 
as usual to hide their origins, keeping the teams’ bike sponsors 
happy: a climbing-speci!c machine for Dutchman Steven Rooks; 
Phil Anderson’s “testosterone-proof frameset — the goal was to have 
someone of his power love titanium.”
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LEZYNE

And Lance Armstrong’s early e)orts at perfecting an aerody-
namic position. “Lance was one of the !rst guys to take it seriously. 
He was such a pitiful time triallist early on. The !rst TT bike I did 
for him was a +, - ++ — two centimetres shorter on the top tube. 
He wasn’t crazy about that bike, but really trusted the technical 
folks who supported him. We reverse engineered it — didn’t let 
traditional geometry a)ect what we were a'er.”

The Texan got the hang of time-trials eventually, one way or 
another…

When DeVaney starts into the next Lance anecdote and mentions 
Hotta forks, I immediately know which way this story is headed. 
Three people I know well ended up in hospital with their good looks 
temporarily altered. The steerer snapped away from the fork blades, 
resulting in instantaneous face-plants.

“Sean Yates said they were warming up for some race, and 
something didn’t feel right. Lance revs it up, grabs a handful of 
front brake and the front wheel bounces o) the downtube —  
snapped the column clean o). He time trialled on his road bike 
that day.”

Lance got lucky. These were Wild West times in bike design, and 
not everything worked. Litespeed and titanium, however, quickly 
gained acceptance in the peloton as word got round about who was 
riding what. “Festina, ONCE, Telekom, GAN — they were on bikes 
that I was doing o) my own desk for those guys,” says DeVaney. 
“It was a huge domino e)ect. There were so many bikes that were 
just labelled up as whatever the sponsor wanted.”

Litespeed was up and running, getting bigger by the week. It was 
a period of rapid growth. Too rapid, perhaps.
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MONEY TALKS:
PETER HURLEY

triathlete (his American Bicycle Group’s other brand, Quintana Roo, 
is aimed squarely at the triathlon sector) is an extremely !t-looking 
man, who has clearly overestimated the swimming capabilities of 
a landlubbing aquaphobic journalist with no body fat. I politely 
decline, for fear of washing up on the shores of Guntersville Lake 
.$ miles downstream.

Point three relates to the American Bicycle Group’s headquarters 
a few miles out of town. The premises have the same shabby-chic 
vibe going on as the city, but with less chic. Something about the 
name of the company conjures up images of grandiose facilities and 
mass manufacturing capabilities, but the reality is rather di)erent. 
All of Litespeed’s titanium output is made here in Chattanooga, 
while the carbon production of both Litespeed and Quintana Roo 
takes place in China.

T here are several points worth mentioning regarding Chat-
tanooga before we continue with the Litespeed story per se. 
Firstly, it is right up there with the coolest cities it has been my 
good fortune to visit in the States over the past few years. The 

Chattanooga Choo Choo — the glorious former terminus building 
downtown, rather than the train famously mentioned in Glenn 
Miller’s big hit of *(/* — is now a hotel. You can sleep in a Victorian 
railway carriage, which is surely any small boy’s dream. Girls too, 
probably. And grown-ups who should know better, but can’t help 
shouting “All aboard!” as they clamber up to their rooms.

There is an undeniably shabby-chic vibe about the place, as with 
much of the town, but that merely adds to the appeal. As Litespeed 
sales manager, and born and bred Chattanoogan, Steve Dunn, tells 
us as we wander downtown of an evening, just ten years back we’d 
have had the streets to ourselves. Workers shu0ed back to the 
suburbs at the end of their shi' and saw no reason to come back. 
Now, restaurants, bars and galleries vie for their custom and get 
plenty of it. It’s a sympathetic mix of the old and the new, especially 
the waterfront area bordering the broad Tennessee River bisecting 
the city.

Which brings us neatly to our second point. Litespeed’s CEO 
Peter Hurley cordially invites us to partake of the waters. There’s a 
big swim planned across the mighty river the next day; barbeque 
and drinks on the west bank, then back to the other side. Hurley, 
an investment banker turned bicycle manufacturer turned rabid 
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FORME

Peter Hurley

Does that matter? Probably not. Do the American Bicycle Group 
need %ashy premises to impress visiting journos and their ilk? 
Absolutely not. This is a factory. Bicycles are made here. That’s 
all that matters.

Except, on the day we visit, no bicycles are being made. The 
factory %oor, you will notice from Daniel Sharp’s photographs, is 
eerily quiet; devoid of human presence. This is a !rst for Rouleur — a 
shop %oor without workers. I smell a rat.

Hurley puts me straight. He’s been in charge for seven years now. 
The Monday to Thursday four-day shi' was in place when he arrived, 
but seemed to be one of the few things that actually worked well. The 
workers prefer ten-hour days and a longer weekend to the !ve-day 
alternative. “It actually improved output and quality, so we said do 
it. Let’s just keep going,” he says.

Another strange fact about Chattanooga: it has two companies 
producing titanium bikes. Litespeed founders, Lynskey, are based 
just a few miles down the road, seemingly chugging along very nicely 
in parallel with their neighbours. It’s a peculiar situation, given the 
acrimonious split a decade earlier. Businessmen like Hurley inevitably 
get a bad rap in these situations, seen as big, bad wolves, picking 
over the bones of artisans, but it was sink-or-swim time for Litespeed.

“When I got here seven years ago, the company had fallen into 
disarray,” Hurley explains. “Lynskey sold the business o) twice,  
to a couple of guys a thousand miles away, and the Lynskeys stayed 
involved, apart from the mom and dad, who went o) on their own. 
And one by one, they le' or got !red, and the people who invested 
the money — and it a was a lot of money, because they thought 
titanium was the next great thing and whoever said that is part of 
the war that occurred between 1$$$ and 1$$. — they threw in 21$m 
a'er buying the company, because they wanted to build it up into a 
Cannondale, who they knew because they were from Connecticut, 
and they were just down the road.”

Ambitious, but ultimately, misguided. Litespeed were getting 
the basics wholly wrong, let alone tackling any lo'y ambitions to 
become a major player in the bike business.
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SCHWALBE

Which begs the question, who is the titanium bike buyer now that 
carbon rules so comprehensively? Whoever had the idea a decade 
back that Ti would be ruling the roost by now had clearly not read 
the writing on the wall. Titanium remains the domain of the quirky 
individual; someone grown tired of the monotonous dull-black, 
humungous bottom-bracketed carbon beasties clogging the aisles 
of cycle emporiums.

“We try to !gure all this stu) out,” Hurley replies. “My opinion is 
that most of our buying public are on their third carbon bike, and we 
are seeing people who have never been on a metal bike and would 
like to have something a little bit di)erent.”

Exactly. And we wouldn’t have it any other way. Except that 
Litespeed also produce a range of those carbon beasties alongside 
the titanium output. Confused? Read on…

“All of the Lynskeys had gone by 1$$.. At the same time, warranty 
returns were escalating, so much so that there were more coming in 
the back door than going out…

“So when I arrived, I took ($ days to go out and see all the dealers 
here and in the UK, and they were all really angry at Litespeed. 
They felt that they had been hoodwinked, made to buy all kinds 
of product, and that titanium was not the material choice, plus the 
warranty and quality problems.

“There was only one cyclist in the whole place who rode on a 
daily basis. So we had to change that culture. I kept the factory 
guys working a four-day shi', instituted daily rides at noon — these 
kinds of things, to bring the company back. And it’s been a long 
haul for us.

“We had *,"$$ warranties in 1$$": breakages, in a number 
of ways. There were problems. We had to institute better quality 
control, signing cards and putting your initials on products, and so 
on. Our warranties are at "$ today, and our volume is up, especially 
in titanium. It has actually been quite low for the last few years, 
but Asia is o) the charts. We ship practically a container a month 
of titanium frames to Asia alone. All of us in titanium would be out 
of business if it wasn’t for that market.”



WAR OF  
THE WELDS

“I t’s not a !ght to me, it’s music. 
We’ve got no enemies, we’ve got 
no brand prejudices. If someone 
is on two wheels, they are my 

friend. It’s not confrontational, not a war.
“My appreciation for what we 

do — and that’s create things — there has 
got to be some music involved. It’s really 
important that you enjoy the music you 
are making.

“I got far too old before I realised how 
to have fun on a bike. I came from that 
other school, where we were stabbing 
and slashing at one another. Now it’s 
my golf course, or my swimming pool, 
or whatever.

“That’s the challenge: to see people 
within their budget just get out and 
really enjoy cycling. And if they happen 
to be one of those tweaked-out nerds like 
myself who likes numbers and puzzles 
as well, then you can enjoy that element 
of it too.”

Titanium or carbon? 
Which is better?  
Brad DeVaney preaches 
peace, love and 
understanding.



BLENHEIM 
PALACE 

SPORTIVE

“T hat first carbon Litespeed 
wasn’t really the heart and 
soul of the company. I knew I 
had to spend a lot of time with 

the guys at the factory [in China] working 
on prototypes, so that things didn’t get 
changed along the way.

“I was almost ready with this road 
bike and the message from home was: 
‘We need to change course, we need bells 
and whistles — we need aero’. So I put all 
that on the shelf. And it turned out to be 
a blessing, because I dived into how to 
make it a Litespeed, in a company that is 

titanium to the core. I got to bring back 
some elements of that edgier geography. 
I got to go back to playing the song that 
I had most success with, but with new 
instruments. It was a lot of fun.

“So the !rst true one was the C-series, 
which is the first generation of the 
Litespeed that exists today — relatively 
light, highly durable, good-quality road 
bike.

“First was the geometry: a bit edgier,  
a bit unique. It’s going to have an absolute 
di)erence when you get on the bike in the 
parking lot for a test ride; a little shorter 

TRIAL, ERROR, SUCCESS: 
DEVANEY DEVELOPS



“I just remember them being really nice 
bikes — something di!erent. Coors Light 
were on Serottas [the titanium Colorado] 
and "-Eleven were on Eddy Merckx, but 
apparently a lot of those were Serottas 
underneath, painted in Merckx colours. 
It wasn’t that closely guarded a secret, 
though. Even at the time it was obvious.

“I rode the Ultimate and the Blade, 
the time trial model. They were highly 
polished, like a mirror finish, and you 
could work any marks out of them really 
easily.

“They felt stronger and more rigid. 
It’s easy to forget how much the steel 
frames of that era would flex at the 
bottom bracket when you were sprinting. 
You could see it, and the chain would 
rub the front derailleur cage. With the 
Litespeeds, that all vanished. That was 
one of the ways you knew you had a good 
rigid bike. They weren’t harsh though.

“When they started with the compact 
geometry, I went o! them a bit. The 
top tube doesn’t have to be completely 
horizontal but I don’t like to see miles of 
seat post. It has BMX connotations for 
me.

“Those Scott Drop-In bars were 
horrendous. The first year, we just took 
a saw to the turn-in bit. They used to get 
in the way: you’d clout them with your 
knee. You might be able to find a photo of 
LeMond riding in that position, but that’s 
about it.”

“I had a Giant the year before which, for its time, was very light and nice to ride.  
So I probably had a bit of concern that the Litespeed might be too heavy. But I had 
used titanium frames in mountain biking when I was younger — a really small company 
called DA Titanium, and a Raleigh that I still have now — and I knew that I really liked 
them o!-road. Weight-wise, they were probably comparable to many carbon machines 
of that era.

“The first carbon road bike I had would of been on the Flanders team, #$$%,  
but it was the very early days of carbon for carbon’s sake, rather than actually 
knowing how to work with the material really well.

“I had no complaints at all with the Litespeed Siena. It rode well all year. And the 
advantage I found was that they looked good as new every single race. It was pretty 
hard to get any blemishes on the frame’s surface. They always seemed bombproof.

“Well, I say that, but one came o! the team car roof on the way to the National 
Championships where I was second to David Millar [#$$"], so that was a write-o!…

“But as a bike that you want to keep for a long time, it was ideal.”

DANIEL LLOYD
DFL!CYCLINGNEWS!LITESPEED
!""#

MALCOLM ELLIOTT
CHEVROLET!LA SHERIFF
$%%&–%'
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MANCHESTER 
VELODROME

in the chainstay, a little longer at the front 
end. The key element that I struggled 
with was the aero cross-sections — which 
typically mean extreme, horrible vertical 
compliance and also lateral rigidity. It’s the 
worst of all combinations.

“I didn’t want a TT bike with road 
geometry — a couple of those existed at 
that point. I think the [Cervélo] Soloist 
was a great bike right out of the gate. They 
hit a home run with that bike. I have a lot 
of respect for Cervélo — I like what they 
did with it, I like how clean they kept it, 
from a cross section pro!le perspective, 

but I thought the only thing missing was 
that it was such a simple design that it 
was over-simpli!ed from a tubing stand-
point. The one thing I thought they could 
really improve was bottom bracket sti)-
ness. I’m not crazy about sti)ness at the 
headtube — it’s important to a degree, 
but you throw all your comfort out of the 
window.

“I was adamant that the cross sections 
of the tube needed to change every cen-
timetre… so on every tube of that bike, 
there’s this ever-changing, morphing cross 
section. And we went to huge expense and 

trouble to have a concave backside of the 
downtube for the water bottle. We had 
to have moulds that came together, plus 
inserts to get the proper compression on 
the !bre.

“It was a wonderful model to start with 
carbon at Litespeed, because everything I 
have ever tried to achieve in geometry and 
performance and ride quality in a bike, 
really got poured into that bike.”

Ian Cleverly is Managing Editor 
of Rouleur. Daniel Sharp: 
danielsharpphoto.com


